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Greetings!
On behalf of Lighthouse’s entire automation team, we’d like to thank you for your interest in
understanding the ROI of test automation. As teams move quickly to Agile development, the
only way regression testing can keep pace with the bi-weekly Sprints is through test
automation. We’ve seen what it can do firsthand and we’re excited to share those findings
with you.
Across the following pages you’ll see the full effect test automation can have on your
organization—including increased tester availability, expanded testing coverage, improved
quality, and quicker test cycles and project deployments. In addition, you’ll also see our best
practices for implementation as well as a detailed breakdown of the assumptions, baselines,
and benchmarks that comprise our ROI model.
It’s our sincerest hope that this helps you better understand how test automation can benefit
your organization, and helps you build the business case for your leadership team. Whether
you choose to pursue automation internally or with us as a partner, we hope this provides you
great value in moving forward.
Sincerely,
The Lighthouse Team
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What you already know...
Don’t remember your initial results? Here’s a quick refresher.
Test cases

Operating Units

500

# of Test Phases

Minutes to Execute

3

30

5

Payback Period

5 Year NPV

5 Year IRR

See a Return in

(Net Present Value)

(Internal Rate of Return)

9 mos.

$1,489,176

134%

This is your break-even point.
After this point, you've recouped
your initial investment and will
see continuous savings
thereafter. Different companies
have different standards, but a
payback period of 18 months
and under is generally accepted
by most organizations.

This is the aggregate sum of
your cash flows, accounting for
your initial investment, and
expected returns. Think of it as
the time value of your money,
taking into account the present
value of cash flows. Naturally,
you're looking for a positive
number here, the bigger the
better.

This is the growth rate of your
cash flow over that same five
year period. Unlike NPV, IRR
doesn't show an investment's
magnitude, but instead is an
indicator of its quality or yield.

Before and after automation:

How much do you stand to save?
Before

After

Savings ($)

Cost/Yr

941,875/yr

281,875yr

$660,000/yr

Testing Hours

17,125 hrs

5,125 hrs

12,000 hrs

$/Testing Hour

$55/hr

$8/hr

$47/hr

At almost every company, upper management is constantly asking organizations for
the same 3 things: cost savings, faster deployments, and less risk. And while it may
seem impossible, automation promises all three. After automating regression testing,
test cases can be executed faster and with minimal human involvement; leading to a
dramatic decrease in the hours required of your testers and a similar drop in your
hourly testing expenses. This means you won’t just be seeing projects, releases, and
patches deployed faster, you’ll also be paying less for it than ever before.

Like what you’ve seen so far? Good—because once you’ve automated, you’ll be well on your way to saving some
serious cash. But don’t think those benefits are just limited to your pocketbook; automation has the potential to bring
value well outside the realm of an immediate ROI—it all depends on how you want to utilize your savings.
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So, what does this mean for

your organization?
Increase Available Tester Hours

Increase Your Test Coverage

Increase Test Execution
Speed by

Decrease Tester
Hours by

Increase Test Case
Executions by

Decrease Hourly Testing
Rate by

400%

70.1%

1000%

85%

Cost/Risk Trade-Off

Higher Risks

Manual Testing
Automated
Testing

Higher Costs
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While it requires reinvesting some of the valuable
time automation has saved your testers, expanding
your test coverage promises substantial value for an
ERP organization by mitigating the risk of undertesting. Due to the expense of expert Oracle testers,
many organizations struggle with the amount of
executions and test cases they can afford versus the
amount needed for a truly verifiable result. This
results in cost-cutting compromises that can
potentially endanger the viability of updates,
releases, and their ERP itself—leading to
tremendous rework and productivity-killing downtime
for users. After automation, test executions are not
only faster, but cheaper too—as they can run during
off-hours and only require a fraction of the tester
involvement that they did previously—enabling your
organization to dramatically increase the number of
test-case executions it runs and thereby the quality of
the testing results themselves.

Opportunity Costs with Manual
Testing
Time Spent
Testing

While there’s no question that testing faster is
probably the most valuable benefit automation
provides, you also stand to gain something equally
valuable after implementation—your testers
themselves. Whether your testers are subject
matter experts (SMEs), Oracle consultants, or
converted software testers, their intimate level of
functional knowledge and experience makes what
little time they have outside of testing incredibly
valuable. After automation, though, their time is no
longer dominated by the repetitive testing required
across various test phases in their Oracle modules;
freeing up their time to make more valuable
contributions within your organization. Your testers’
knowledge and expertise will be captured in a script
database that’s accessible whenever it’s needed;
allowing your computer to do the heavy lifting while
your testers focus their valuable expertise on other
profit-bearing initiatives.

Time Spent on
Profit-Bearing Projects
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Next steps...
So, now that you’ve seen all that automation has to offer, what’s next? While that’s
entirely up to you, we do have a few recommendations in getting started.
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Let’s Start the Conversation...
While we’re confident in the value of Oracle OATS test automation, we want
to help you understand how it can work for your organization in particular.
After a brief conversation with one of our experts, you’ll have a much clearer
picture of how much it can save your organization, what a typical
implementation looks like, what steps (if any) you may need to take
beforehand, and how you can reinvest your savings to ensure long-term
quality and efficiency.
We’ll be contacting you in the next couple days to follow up on your report,
but feel free to reach out to us at any time. We’re not into high-pressure sales
here. We simply want to answer your questions—what you do with the
answers is entirely up to you.

Want some more information?

We’ve got you covered.
Check out these resources to learn even more about regression test
automation.
• “Look Closer: Test Automation Can Save You Money”
• “Test Automation: Best Practices for Success”

• “Test Automation: The Mythical Compromise of Quality vs. Quantity”
• “Budgeting Test Automation Projects for the New Year: Focus on ROI”
• “Test Automation: Bypass SMEs’ Cramped Schedules for Lightning-Fast
Testing”

ROI Model Assumptions...
Naturally, as with any kind of ROI calculator like this, we had to make some baseline assumptions in building our model—all
of which are listed below. Every assumption has been drawn from industry standards/best practices as well as our own
extensive experience.

Assumptions and Considerations:
1. System patches/releases/updates are estimated at 4 (total) per year.
2. Hurdle rate is estimated at 20%.
3. Test-case complexity (which factors into our price estimate) is estimated by assuming 60% of test cases are simple
complexity, 30% are medium, and 10% are high. These estimates are based on our experience in automating Oracle test
cases.
4. The license for Oracle Application Testing Suite (Oracle OATS) is not taken into account, although we would be happy to
help you understand this cost profile for your organization.
5. Costs for ‘direct’ automation support tasks, such as infrastructure set-up, project documentation, and defect
documentation, are included in the ROI model.
6. Costs for ‘indirect’ automation support tasks, such as rework (maintenance of scripts) and test execution preparation, are
included in the ROI model.
7. Different rates are assigned to the appropriate resources for all automation and support tasks.
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8. More hours will be available for testing after implementation, since automated test cases can run during non-work hours.
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